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Endorsements

In Conscious Dating, David Steele provides a new concept for dating and
insightful advice, effective exercises and useful illustrations that will help anyone
who uses them make their journey to love successful. We recommend this book
to anyone looking for love.
-- Harville Hendrix, Ph. D. and Helen LaKelly Hunt, Ph. D., co-authors of
Receiving Love: Transform Your Relationship by Letting Yourself Be Loved

Unconscious dating can lead to disaster. Given the serious effect of
relationships gone awry, Conscious Dating is a must-read for singles who want to
make better relationship choices. David Steele provides sound guidance and
practical advice for today's singles.
-- Pat Love, Ed.D. Author, The Truth About Love and Hot Monogamy

David Steele has made a significant contribution to the world of
relationships by mapping two previously foreign countries- consciousness and
dating, bringing them together at last in this customized guide. Packed with
practical strategies that really work, Conscious Dating is THE book for helping
singles navigate the dating world.
--Gay and Kathlyn Hendricks, authors of Conscious Loving and the new Spirit-
Centered Relationships

This book is filled with practical strategies that work. Packed with solid
advice, assessments and exercises, as well as interesting stories, Conscious
Dating is a book that will completely change the way singles view dating and
relating. A must-read for anyone who wants to create his or her next great
relationship.
--Eve Eschner Hogan, Author of Intellectual Foreplay and How to Love Your
Marriage

Seeking to find the partner of your dreams can be a bruising process. In
Conscious Dating, David Steele teaches you ALL you need to know to find a
partner with whom to live a full life, starting NOW! This is the not-to-be missed
book for every single who wants to find the love of your life.
--Bonnie Bernell, Ed.D, Author of Bountiful Women: Large Women's Secrets for
Living the Life They Desire and the new Bountiful Women in Love: Love, Sex and
Relationships at Every Size.

Conscious Dating gives readers a comprehensive overview, specific skills,
and total reassurance that having personal "Requirements" is realistic and
should not be compromised. This book is like having a pilot's check-sheet, used
before takeoff, giving daters an opportunity to check all systems before taking off
into the heretofore mysterious and dangerous world of dating. I bought two
advance copies for my psychotherapy office to lend to people. I've been receiving
constant rave reviews from all borrowers, who also exhibit increased confidence
and wisdom in their dating lives. Thank you, David, for writing such a
comprehensive and helpful book!
-- Ilene L. Dillon, MFT, LCSW, Marin County, CA



Reader Reviews

I just love this book, it makes so much sense to me. I am looking for my life
partner and now I have a good tool to help me find him. I just ordered a book for
a friend. Thanks so much.
--Elaine Kurtanich, Carnegie, PA

Conscious Dating is MUST HAVE for singles. It is a complete, bullet-proof
guide to finding your life partner that gives hope and clear step by step
instructions of what to do and what not to do.If you do the exercises in this book
you will be successful. Thanks to Conscious Dating, no-one needs to be alone,
unhappy or hopeless anymore.
--Hilde Weimann, Bowie, MD

Conscious Dating teaches that you don't have to struggle as a single. It
doesn't have to be so "hard." This book helps you to be proud of being single,
what you can accomplish, and the gift you are to the world. You are not alone in
making relationship choices. Conscious Dating is a powerful resource, and I
encourage all singles to read it, use it - and live life fully!
--Denver Hudson, Terre Haute, IN

Conscious Dating is the most enlightened book on the topic of dating that I
have come across. It really takes a lot of the mystery out of why relationships
work and don't work! This book lays everything out to help singles find their life
partner and avoid relationship failure, pain and agony. Conscious Dating helped
me develop clarity about relationships and the importance of getting my
requirements met. The audio CD has also been helpful to listen to in the car as a
reinforcement of the principles of the book to give me more confidence for dating.
Between the book and the CD, quite frankly, I loved Conscious Dating!
--Joseph Dunn, Rockville, MD

A masterwork! This wonderful book is jargon-free and chock-full of practical,
hands-on information that readers can use to make their dating experience the
best ever. Valuable information, clearly presented, and with exercises at the end
of each chapter that result in a workable Conscious Dating Plan that readers can
use and refine over and over again.
-- George Polley, Seattle, WA

Believe it or not, I actually have a waiting list of friends (and friends of
friends) who want to read my copy of Conscious Dating! I finished reading it
in just a few days and starting sharing your ideas with a few of my closest friends
who immediately understood the value of your insight and wisdom. I speak for all
of us when I say THANK YOU!
-- S. Sorensen, Seattle WA
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Looking for Love?
New book tells why dating doesn’t work and reveals

proven secrets to finding the love of your life

SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA - Today there are more single people than ever in

American history. Over 40% of our adult population is single and most of them

want to meet their perfect mate. But dating has its drawbacks.

“Dating doesn’t really work anymore as a way to find relationship

happiness,” saysDavid Steele, marriage and family therapist, founder of

Relationship Coaching Institute (the first and largest relationship coach training

organization) and author of the new book Conscious Dating; Finding the love of

your life in today’s world.

“We want to be happy in relationships, but don’t know how. The old way

of dating and mating simply doesn’t workanymore,” says Steele, “the rules have 

changed and most of us don’t know what the new rules are. In searching for love,

most singles are using trial and error, flying by the seat of their pants, or following

bad advice. Consequently we pay for this lack of conscious dating skills in other

areas: divorce rates, welfare, domestic violence and juvenile delinquency, all of

which stem from unhealthy relationships based on outdated dating principles.” 

Steele points out that over 350,000 licensed therapists haven’t made a dent 

in our soaring divorce rates and that perhaps the problem is in the dating ritual

itself and by addressing this problem, we will eventually see a decline in divorce

and the associated consequences.

mailto:penny@booksbypen.com


“We put more time and effort into selecting a car than we do selecting a 

mate,” says Steele, “we must start becoming more conscious in our process and

stop making choices based upon impulse, lack of information, or desperation.”

This is not just another dating book filled with tired ideas about how to

“get” a man or woman. Most dating books are NOT written by qualified

relationship professionals. Conscious Dating provides relationship information

and strategies proven and tested with thousands of singles worldwide from a

pioneering leader in the field of relationships. It does not offer manipulative or

deceptive practices that compromise who you are, in fact it helps singles celebrate

who they are and see being single as an opportunity and not a disease. This

groundbreaking new book starts by looking at fourteen dating traps and why

dating doesn’t work. Then author DavidSteele delves into the ten principles for

conscious dating and how any single can go from dating disaster to dating success!

Conscious Dating is destined to change the way you view dating,

relationships and, most importantly, yourself. Who are you? What do you want?

How can you get what you really want in your life and relationships?

Packed with tips, quizzes, personal stories and real world advice, David Steele

shows you how to take a proactive role, perhaps for the first time in your life, so

that you can find the love of your life and the life that you love.

Conscious Dating; Author: David Steele
Finding the love of your life in today’s world
Non-Fiction ISBN: 0-9755005-5-4
Publication Date: February 2006 Pages: 342
Price: $24.95 Publisher: RCN Press
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         Su mmary of Chapters

Chapter 1: The Mystery of Relationships

 The rules of dating and mating have changed, and we aren't sure what the new

rules are

 We seek to be happy in relationships, but often don't know how

 To be successful in our relationships we must take responsibility and make

conscious choices

Chapter 2: What Do We Really Want?

 Most people want a successful committed relationship but don't really understand

why

 Recent research has documented that committed couples live longer, happier,

more successful lives than singles or uncommitted couples

 We all being our search for our soul mate as single

Chapter 3: Why "Dating" Doesn't Work: The Fourteen Dating Traps

 "Dating Traps" are unconscious relationship choices that lead to failure

 Most traps are caused by fear or ignorance

 Understanding yourself and relationships is key to success

Chapter 4: Being Single is an Opportunity!

 When you're single you can live the life you want unencumbered by a relationship

 You can use this period to prepare for meeting your life partner and set yourself

up for success

 You can use this period to "build it, and they will come" (harness the law of

attraction)



Chapter 5: First Principle of Conscious Dating: Know Who You Are

and What You Want

 Your Vision and Purpose is what drives and motivates you

 Your Requirements are relationship-breakers; if one is missing the relationship is

doomed

 Your Needs are the difference between happiness and unhappiness in a

relationship

Chapter 6: Second Principle of Conscious Dating: Learn How to Get

What You Want

 Your attitude precedes your outcomes- what you believe you can achieve

 Sabotaging attitudes and beliefs can be identified and changed

 Four steps for conscious dating- scouting, sorting, screening, testing

Chapter 7: Third Principle of Conscious Dating: Be The Chooser

 Our choices determine our outcomes

 We can create our outcomes by being proactive and taking initiative

 A.I.M. to be The Chooser: Be Aware that you have a choice, Identify your

available choices, Make productive choices

Chapter 8: Fourth Principle of Conscious Dating: Balance Your Heart

with Your Head

 Chemistry and attractions are givens that we can't control

 We must balance chemistry with requirements, needs, and wants

 Dating and sex result in strong involuntary chemical reactions in your body that

can result in becoming attached to someone that is not a good match for you



Chapter 9: Fifth Principle of Conscious Dating: Be Ready and Available

for Commitment

 Wanting a relationship is not the same as being ready for one

 If you're not ready for commitment, date nonexclusively for fun and recreation

 If your ready for commitment, stay available and practice the four steps for

conscious dating- scouting, sorting, screening, testing

Chapter 10: Sixth Principle of Conscious Dating: Use the Law of

Attraction

 Like gravity, the Law of Attraction ("like attracts like") is an inevitable law of the

universe

 The Law of Attraction can work for you or against you

 You can harness the Law of Attraction by living the life you want while single

Chapter 11: Seventh Principle of Conscious Dating: Gain Relationship

Knowledge and Skill

 Set yourself up for relationship success by working on your relationships while

single

 Your present relationships are a true reflection of your future relationships

 Your present relationships will provide the mirrors you need to learn what you

need to know to be successful, if you're open to learning and pay attention

Chapter 12: Eighth Principle of Conscious Dating: Create a Support

Community

 No-one is successful alone

 No relationship by itself, no matter how wonderful, can meet all your social and

emotional needs

 "Birds of a feather flock together;" allow your community to help you find your

life partner



Chapter 13: Ninth Principle of Conscious Dating: Practice Assertiveness

 To get what you want, you must say "no" to what you don't want

 Assertiveness can be challenging as adults when we're conditioned to conform as

children

 Issues are unmet needs, all needs are valid and important in any relationship

Chapter 14: Tenth Principle of Conscious Dating: Be a Successful Single

 The best way to find your life partner is to be happy and successful when single,

coming from "want" and not "need"

 You're "successful" when you're living the life you want while single

 Relationships are part of your journey, not a destination

Chapter 15: Your Conscious Dating Plan

 "When you fail to plan you plan to fail"

 This chapter puts all the exercises together into a comprehensive plan for "finding

the love of your life and the life that you love"

 This plan translates what you learned in this book into action in your life

Chapter 16: Pre-commitment: Is This "The One?"

 Conscious relationships start pre-committed by asking yourself "Is this the right

relationship for me?"

 Use this period to get the experience you need with someone to make a good

long-term choice for yourself

 Trying too hard to make the round peg fit the square hole leads to frustration and

disappointment



Author Marketing Experts, Inc. (858) 560-0121

Conscious Dating
Marketing Outline

 National media campaign: TV, radio, print, and online.
 Virtual Author Tour®

 National media outreach by author’s publicist.
 National relationship/coaching network consisting of over 300 relationship

coaches selling Conscious Dating book
 Book reviews & book club submissions.
 Bulk sale incentives
 Direct mail and e-mail promotions
 Strong niche marketing campaign to consist of: relationship sites,
dating/match sites, women, and women’s groups.

 International, audio, and subsidiary rights available.

 Relationship Coaching Network
o Relationship Coaching Institute

(www.relationshipcoachinginstitute.com)
o Conscious Dating Resource Center for Singles

(www.consciousdating.org)
o Partners in Life Resource Center for Couples

(www.partnersinlife.org)

 Conscious Dating Resource Center for Singles (www.consciousdating.org):
 Free membership!
 audio programs
 e-programs
 live tele-seminars
 online community of like-minded singles
 Knowledge Bank of practical, real-world relationship guidance
 monthly newsletter with cutting-edge relationship information
 access to our worldwide network of relationship coaches
 Conscious Match online personal ads
 and more!

 Partners In Life Resource Center for Singles (www.partnersinlife.org):
 Free membership!
 audio programs
 e-programs
 live tele-seminars



Author Marketing Experts, Inc. (858) 560-0121

 online community of like-minded couples
 Knowledge Bank of practical, real-world relationship guidance
 monthly newsletter with cutting-edge relationship information
 access to our worldwide network of relationship coaches
 and more!

 Conscious Relationship Monthly Tele-Seminar Series (all seminars are
recorded and offered as podcasts) Scheduled for December 8th is Steven
Stosny, a prominent relationship expert and author of the upcoming book
"You Don't Have to Take It Anymore" (Jan 2006). Tentative speakers for
2006 (dates TBA): Pat Love ("Hot Monogamy," "The Truth About Love"),
Terence Real ("How Can I Get Through To You," "I Don't Want to Talk
About It"), Seana McGee and Maurice Taylor ("The New Couple"),
Harville Hendrix ("Getting The Love You Want"), Gay and Kathlyn
Hendrix ("Conscious Loving")

o www.consciousrelationshipseminars.com
o www.consciousrelationshippodcast.com

 Current mailing list consisting of 12,000 prospective book buyers
 Over 500 trained coaches through Relationship Coaching Institute (300

current members)
 370 current affiliate marketing partners
 Advertisement: 1/3 page display ads in two of the highest circulated

professional publication in this field: Psychotherapy Networker and the
AAMFT Journal.

 Speaking engagements
o Relationship Coaching: New Hope for Singles and Couples; New

Approaches for Helping Your Clients; Achieve Their Relationship
Goals. Current speaking dates planned through 2006

 Products: see www.rcnpress.com and
http://www.relationshipcoachinginstitute.com/resourcecatalogue.htm

Book info:
First print run: 2000
Packaging: 24 books to a case
Fulfillment: Fidlar-Doubleday
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